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A NOTE ON R. HAI'S LITURGIC FRAGMENT 

IN his interesting "Studies in Gaonic History and Literature," 
Prof. Alexander Marx published a fragment of a piyyit by R. Hai 
Gaon on circumcision. Like all other poems by that Gaon, this 

fragment is written in an easy and fluent style. Two words, 
however, occur in it which form an exception: nnrn (line 7) and 

lnn13:(line 8) are not readily understood. The latter occurs only 
once in the Bible (Job 41, 21), and probably denotes javelins, while 
the former may be derived from ,nnrtl (II Kings IO, 22), which 

again is a hapax legomenon. One is at first sight inclined to 

suggest that, as ,nnrt-- whatever its derivation-denotes a wardrobe, 
R. Hai coined the word rnnr which he intended to signify a garment 
-= '7. The meaning of this line would then be he put fringes onr 
the garment. The second word, which yields no sense when : 
is retained, may perhaps be emended to innrin like javelins. The 
allusion would probably be to R. Eliezer ha-Gadol's implied state- 
ment that the phylacteries inspire the Gentiles with awe and terror.& 

It must, however, be admitted that, although we are not infre- 

quently driven to adopt forced explanations in liturgic poetry, the 
above interpretation is not very convincing. Through the courtesy 
and kindness of Prof. Schechter I have had easy access to that 

portion of the Cambridge Genizah which is now in the library of 
the Jewish Theological Seminary of America. The original of the 

poem under investigation is a fragment of two leaves. Some leaves 
are missing in the middle, as leaf 2 is no continuation of leaf I. 
The fragment evidently formed part of a collection of liturgic 
poems, the difficult words of which were now and again explained. 
Thus leaf Ia bears the following superscription: 

1 JQR., New Series, I, p. I03, Text 2. 

2 -It<rj '- 
41y11 tt: 1,p1 i<l p nr 1Xt?1 ' 

t KK lty 1f't 

tVN=IY tt SDr 1C?4 -tnl V'u,In (quoted in b. Berakot 6a and other places). 
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4p fn rnln nK 3rKa5K ryg yp5n 

.4. jl riv r A 

* . , . l;tp t D8n56 ?u tIn 
An exposition of some words of (the piyyit) n3'ml ns by Ezekiel 

b. 'Ali ha-Kohen; taken from the writing of Ephraim b. 'Azaryahi; 
i. e. Ephraim annotated Ezekiel's piyyit. Among the words ex- 

plained are Rni1In D'l (specified as biblical), i'1J1 (specified as 

targumic), Dt1lW (specified as mishnic). These notes break off at 
the end of Ib. On 2a another piyyit is written which is completed 
on top of 2b. Then follows R. Hai's fragment. On the margin of 
the latter opposite the word rnnl there is the following note written 

by the same hand: 9 nt51i D 'r, which shows that the commen- 
tator took this word to be a cryptograph disguising the word flz 
a corner. Now by this note we only obtain j from n. But what 
about the other two letters? The : from 5 at once suggests itself 

by Atbash. (comp. 1W c = 511, Jer. 25, 26), and we may obtain f 
from n by the same system by including the final letters. This is, 
however, unlikely, as we should require a different system for 
each letter. Then innl which is more difficult would still remain 
unexplained. It therefore may not be hazardous to suggest that 
both nnr and nnil are here cryptographs, from which 5l) and mtn 
1Tt, respectively, are reproduced by calculating the numerical values 

of these words by the system known as lt0p 'InBO, in which no 
letter is allowed to have a value greater than one digit. Accordingly 

f rnn = 3 + 4 --8 I5. 
| : = 2 + 5 + 8 I5. 

Similarly 
nmn 4 -- 6 + 4 + 8 = 22. 

't 3 Kl =- 2 + I +- 3 + 7 + 2 + 7 = 22. 

Thus R. Hai obtained rhymes for nnM by a device customary 
in Hebrew literature. 

Dropsie College B. HALPEIR 

3 This evidently -= ittB. In the Genizah fragments which I examined 

t sometimes stands for i, as '1n11 =- 'lMn'. 

4 This word is not quite clear, but it obviously is part of the piyyit. 
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